WE ARE GOING TO DO TWO TYPES OF BLOOD ANALYSIS
(Live Unchanged Analysis and Clotted Blood Analysis)
The first is called the Live Unchanged Analysis. It is called unchanged because we are not going to alter the
blood in any way. We want the blood to look just as it would inside the body. This is different than traditional
blood research, like the CBC or SMACK 24, which you get from your doctor. They are interested in quantitative
information, how much and how many of the cells, etc. We are more interested in the quality or the condition of
what is there. Although the count is important, it matters little if you have the correct number of cells if they are
fermenting and dying.
This is live human blood at 20,000 times magnification . This is normal health: the
shapes are all even in shape size and color; they are separated from each other and
residing in their own space; the spaces around them are clean and clear – this is
most important because it represents the fluid the body cells are bathing in
consistently. We will be able to see if there are bacteria, yeast, mold, enough good
fats and oils, mineral deficiencies, premature clotting, acid crystallizations, or any
disorganization at the cellular level. This will give us a picture of how you have
been living, eating, and thinking over the past few days, weeks, or months, up to
120 days because that is how long it takes for red blood cells to recycle in the body.
HEALTHY “LIVE BLOOD”

Because the Live Unchanged Analysis has so many variables based on how
hydrated you are and what you ate over the past day or so, we also correlate what we see to a second kind of
research known as the (CLOTTED) Mycotoxic Oxidative Stress Test. These are just big words to say we are
looking for the acid waste of yeast and bacteria and where it is settling in the body.
This is what is perceived to be normal health: it is tightly organized and bright red
with these black cob-web-like rivers running through; and a single edge or coastline
on the outside of every drop. This analysis uses dried, clotted blood and we observe
the way the body heals by the formation of the clot. When you cut your finger, the
blood begins to clot as it is exposed to the ambient air and you get a scab. Your body
heals internally in a similar way. We want to know how effectively your blood clots
so we can get an idea of your overall health.

HEALTHY “DRIED BLOOD”

Acids will show up in dried blood a couple of different ways; either as white puddles or discoloration. Where acid
settles in the blood, the blood cannot coagulate or clot, so we see these white puddles. The size and shape of these
puddles represents the severity of cellular disorganization; is it irritation and inflammation or more significant
disorganization? If there are more puddles than blood or large “great lakes” then it indicates a high level of
acidosis and disorganization. The pattern or location of these puddles tells us what organs, systems, or tissues are
being affected by the acidity.
UNHEALTHY “LIVE BLOOD”

YEAST FORMS

ROULEAX (Sticky cells) THALLUS (Garbage)
UNHEALTHY “DRIED BLOOD”

ACID POOLS

BOWEL or PROSTATE SUGAR INTOLERANCE

(Polyermized Protein Pools) (Dark Center & Pools)

(Lack of Fibrin Webbing)

In either form of analysis, we are not looking for specific details
that lead to diagnosis in any form. Rather, we are looking for the
relative level of ACID/ALKALINE (pH) balance in your blood
compared to what we know to be normal health.
All sickness and disease is the result of toxic, over-acidification of
the blood and tissues due to an inverted way of living, thinking
and eating, resulting in a back-up of our own waste in the body.
So in the world of The New Biology, there is only balance or
imbalance. If there is imbalance, then the solution is to rebalance
by alkalizing. Then we go on to rebuild your house of health from
the foundation up. Any questions, please ask Rick.

Healthy Balanced Blood
Healthy blood in live analysis should have the red blood cells which are perfectly round and
residing freely in their own space
not overlapping or sticking together
gently repelling each other due to their negative charge uniform in size, shape, and density

Un-Healthy Out of Balance Blood
The blood serum surrounding the cells should be clear without stacking or overlapping red cells and free from
parasitic forms / bacteria / yeast / mold / crystals other undesired floating masses.

Rouleau (Sticky red blood cells

Acidic crystal formations

Candida or yeast overgrowth

Keeping Your Health in Your Own Hands
AWARENESS is the first important step in the process of change and by observation of your own blood you
can decide to take action. The use of the microscope to observe the QUALITY of the blood is unlike any
Western Medical technique and therefore “unconventional”, but the educational demonstration is motivational.
STRATEGIES and EDUCATION are the second steps in making a shift in your health. There are some
simple strategies which when repeated over and over until a habit is formed will serve to improve anyone’s
health. Simple things like drinking enough water (not bottled water) and consuming enough minerals and
healthy fatty acids can create a new level of energy and vitality in you. Educating yourself is paramount.
ACTION PLANS are the final component in order to achieve great results. The education will lead to setting
up an action plan and goals program in order to measure progress. I recommend a simple journal/diary during
the process so you will remember how far you have come. Success is yours more easily than you might think.
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